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ON FOLIATIONS AND EXOTIC CHARAC-

TERISTIC CLASSES

BY NAOTO ABE

§ 0. Introduction

The main aim of this paper is to formulate some basic notions in differential
topology and differential geometry (vector bundles, connections, and charac-
teristic classes, for example) for foliated manifolds.

Let M be a smooth manifold, £F a smooth foliation on M. In § 3, we study
a certain sort of fibre bundles over M, that is, bundles whose transition func-
tions are locally constant on each leaf of £F. We will call them " £F-fibre
bundles ". The normal bundle of £F is a typical example of £F-fibre bundle. In
order to study the details, we give a finer classification of ^-fibre bundles than
usual. We will call the resulting equivalence classes " £F-isomorphism classes ".
Relating to this finer classification, we formalize " £F-reducibility " of the struc-
ture group of an £F-fϊbre bundle. In the case of the normal bundle of 2% the
structure group GL(q, R) is £F-reducible to O(q) if and only if M admits a
bundle-like metric with respect to £F (see [10] for the definition of the metric).
§ 2 is provided for § 3.

On an £F-vector bundle, we consider an " £F-flat connection", which is a
generalization of the Bott's basic connection on the normal bundle of £F. In
§ 4, we deal with the existence of £F-flat connections and relations between 3-
reducibility of the structure group and properties of £F-flat connections (holonomy
group, for example).

Following the method of Bott, we generalize the notion of " exotic charac-
teristic classes" in [1] to that of a complex £F-vector bundle. These cohomo-
logy classes of M depend only on the £F-isomorρhism class of the £F-vector
bundle. From the point of view in § 3, the exotic characteristic classes can be
regarded as topological obstructions to the existence of £F-reduction of the
structure group to the maximal compact subgroup. We show naturality of
exotic characteristic classes with respect to maps between foliated manifolds
which map each leaf of one foliation into a single leaf of another.

The last section is devoted to the study of exotic characteristic classes in
the case of a complex analytic foliation £FC. We prove a vanishing theorem on
exotic characteristic classes of " £Fc-vector bundles ". As a consequence of this
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theorem, we find obstructions to integrability of the transversal almost complex
structure of an almost complex foliation.

The author wishes to express hearty thanks to Professor T. Otsuki for his
encouragement and valuable suggestions. He is also very thankful to Mr. M.
Maeda.

§ 1. Basic definitions and notations

We assume that all objects are smooth and manifolds are paracompact
throughout this paper. Let M be an n-dimensional manifold. We will take the
following point of view toward foliations.

DEFINITION. A foliation of codimension q (O^q^n) on M is given by a
local coordinate system 3={(JJa, (xa

a, ya

ι))}(l^a^n—q, l^i^q) of M such that

on UaΓλUβΦφ.

We call such a coordinate system to be flat. A local coordinate (£/, (xa,y1)) of
M is said to be flat with respect to £F, if the union 3VJ{(U,(xa,y1))} is also a
flat coordinate system.

Two flat coordinate systems £F and £F' define the same foliation if the
union SΐVJS' is also a flat coordinate system.

For a foliation £F on M, we denote the corresponding integrable subbundle
of the tangent bundle T by F. For an open set UdM, £F| U denotes the res-
triction of £F on U. The trivial foliation of codimension 0 (resp. n) is denoted
by 2* (resp. O).

By analogy of the above definition, a complex analytic foliation of complex
codimension q on Mis defined by a local coordinate system ΞFc={(Ua, (xa

a,yj))}
(l^α<Ξn—2g, l^i^q, and each ya

ι is a complex-valued function) of M such
that

ya

ι =/«/(( V)) on Uar\UβΦφ,

where faβ is holomorphic in addition.
A complex analytic foliation of complex codimension q gives a foliation of

codimension 2q. We will call such a foliation the underlying smooth foliation
of the complex analytic foliation.

DEFINITION. Given two foliations, £F on M and £F/ on M'', a smooth map
/ : M-+M' is called an (£F, SΌ-map if, for any flat coordinates (U, (xa, /)) with
respect to £F and (£/', (x'b,y'j)) with respect to £F7, / satisfies

y/Jof=fj((yί)) on f-\u>)r\UΦφ.

Let £F be the canonical foliation of codimension g+1 on MxR. We define
a map j s : M-^MxR by ;,(£): =(p, s) for p^M and SΪΞR. Then Λ is an (&, £?)-
map.

DEFINITION. TWO (£?, 9Ό-maps /0,Λ: M-+M1 are said to be (9*, £F0-homo-
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topic if there exists an (5, ^O-map H: MxR-^M' such that Hoj0=f0 and

For complex analytic foliations 9^ on M and £?/ on M', we analogously
define an (£FC, £FcO-niaρ, demanding holomorphy of / ' in the above definition.

Especially an (β, Oθ-map (resp. (£FO <V)-map) is said to be £F-basic (resp.
£Fc-basic).

§ 2. £F-cocycles

Let M be a manifold with a foliation ^ , G a Lie group. The presheaf of
all G-valued local £F-basic functions is denoted by G3. For the general back-
ground of § 2 and § 3, see Hirzebruch [6].

DEFINITION. A G-valued ^-cocycle over an open covering cU—{UJaGA of
M is an assignment of an £F| U aΓλU β-basic functioning: Uar\Uβ-+G to each
a, β(ΞΛ such that, for all a, Λ

gaβ'gβr = gβr in UaΓ\UβΓ\UrΦφ.

The set of all G-valued £F-cocycles over HJ is denoted by Z^V, G3).
For example, if {(Ua, (xa

a, yj))} is a flat coordinate system of M with
respect to £F, then

v : - { O J C W ) : UaΓΛ Uβ-+GL(q, R)}

is a GL(q, i?)-valued £F-cocycle. We can regard a G-valued #-cocycle (resp. £Γ-
cocycle) as transition functions of a usual G-bundle (resp. flat G-bundle).

DEFINITION. Let ^ e Z 1 ^ 0 , G^) and tftΞZ^V^Gs), where <υ° and HJ1 are
open coverings of M. Then rf and η1 are said to be £F-equivalent if they
extend to an £F-cocycle over the union CU°VJCU1. We denote the ^-equivalence
class of η^Z^i^J.G^) by \jf]$ or simply η. The set of all £F-equivalence clas-
ses of G-valued £F-cocycles over M is denoted by H\M, G3).

Let Mr be another manifold with a foliation £F7. By the definition, we have

PROPOSITION 2.1. // ηf is a G-valued ΞF'-cocycle over Mf and f: M->Mr is
an (£F, θϊ^-map, then the induced cocycle f*r)r is a G-valued 3!-cocyle over M.
And there is a natural map

/ * : H\M', Gs.) — * H\M, G f f).

When we regard the identity map on M as an (O, £F)-map, we denote this

by c%. The induced map

4 * : H\M, Gs) —> H\M, Go)

is neither surjective nor injective in general, where H\M, Go) can be regarded
as the set of all isomorphism classes of usual G-bundles over M, see [6]. Using
the properties of characteristic classes and exotic characteristic classes, we will
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see this fact in § 5 and § 6. From these fact, we see that the £F-equivalence
relation is finer than the 0-equivalence relation in the set of all G-valued £F-
cocycles over M.

We now define the following equivalence relation, which is finer than the
0-equivalence relation and coaser than the ^-equivalence relation.

DEFINITION. TWO G-valued £F-cocycles η° and η1 over M are said to be
smoothly £F-homotoρic if there exists a G-valued ^-cocycle η over MxR such
that jfyj is £F-equivalent to yf for s=0,1. The equivalence relation in the set
of all G-valued £F-cocycles over M generated by smooth £F-homotopy is called
ίF-homotopy.

The following fact is well-known, see [6] for example:

Fact 2.2. If maps fo,fx: M-»M' are (0,00-homotopic, then / 0 * = / f : H1

(Mf, Go')-*H\M, Go). Especially two G-valued O-cocycles over M are O-equi-
valent if and only if they are O-homotopic.

In general, however, we can only deduce the following proposition which
is weaker than Fact 2.2.

P R O P O S I T I O N 2.3. // ηf is a G-valued ΞF'-cocycle over M', and (£F, Ξ£')-maps

fo>fi' M—>M/ are (ΞF, ΞF')-homotopic, then the induced ΞF-cocycles f*rjf,f*rf are

ΞF-homotopic.

Let M be a manifold with a complex analytic foliation %c, G a complex Lie
group. Replacing £F by £FC in the above definitions, we define G-valued £FC-
cocycles and £Fc-equivalence relation. For example, if {(Ua, 0Λ3V))} is a flat
coordinate system of M with respect to £FC, then

vc: = {(3V/3V) : VaΓ\ Uβ — > GL(q, C)}

is a GL(q, C)-valued £Fc-cocycle.

§ 3. £F-fibre bundles and £F-reductions

Let M be a manifold with a foliation £F, TV a manifold, G a Lie group which
acts on N effectively. Let if be a fibre bundle over M with structure group
G, fibre Λf and projection π.

DEFINITION. A fibre bundle W is called an ^-fibre bundle if there exists a
bundle coordinate system {{Ua, ha)} of admissible charts [6] such that its transi-
tion functions {gaβ\ can be regarded as a G-valued £F-cocycle over M, where
ha: π~\Ua)-+UaxG gives a local triviality of W on an open set Ua in M. Such
a coordinate system is said to be flat.

Let W be an £F-fibre bundle. A diffeomorphism A: π-\U)-*Ux>G,U open
in M, is called an S'-admissible chart for the flat system {(Ua, ha)} if the union
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KUa,ha)}U{(U,h)} is also flat.

DEFINITION. TWO flat coordinate systems of W make W the same S'-fibre
bundle if and only if every ^-admissible chart for one system is an S'-admis-
sible chart for the other system.

DEFINITION. Let W and W be £F-fibre bundles over M with structure group
G and fibre N. A bundle isomorphism / : W^W which covers identity map
on M is called S'-isomorphism if the induced chart (U, hf o f) is an £F-admissible
chart of W for every ^-admissible chart (U, h') of W.

Now we have the following

PROPOSITION 3.1. The set H\M, G^) can be regarded as the set of all £F-

isomorphism classes of £?-fibre bundles over M with structure group G and fibre
N (with a given effective action).

The proof is analogous to that of the corresponding theorem for H1(M, Go)
in [6]. £F-fibre bundles in the isomorphism class corresponding to τj^H1(M,GcF)
are said to be associated to rj.

When an £F-fibre bundle is a vector bundle in the same time, we call this
bundle an ^-vector bundle and local frame fields corresponding to ^-admissible
charts are said to be £F-admissible. For a vector bundle V,ΓV denotes the
spaces of all smooth cross sections of V.

EXAMPLE 3.1. A usual vector bundle has the canonical O-vector bundle
structure.

EXAMPLE 3.2. A vector bundle with a flat connection has the canonical
£Γ-vector bundle structure of which £Γ-admissible frame fields are parallel with
respect to the flat connection.

EXAMPLE 3.3. The normal bundle T/F of a foliation £F has the canonical
£F-vector bundle structure associated to v in § 2. Moreover we generalize this
as follows:

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let £F be a foliation on M, F the corresponding integrable
subbundle of the tangent bundle T of M. If E is a subbundle of T such that
EZDF and [ Γ F , ΓE^dΓE, then T/E has an ^-vector bundle structure.

Proof. Let π: T^T/E be the projection, and let n, n-r and n-q be fibre
dimensions of T, E and F respectively. We can take a flat coordinate system
ί(Ua, (xa

a, ya*))} of M with respect to £F such that for each p^M there is a
neighborhood UajPcUa where π{d/dy^)/\ ••• Λπ(9/9j>α

r)^0. There exist functions
ΛJ on UajP satisfying π(d/dya

u) = Au

tπ(d/dya

t) over UafP, where l^t^r<u£q.
a a

On Ua,p, we have
ld/dxa

a,
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The condition [ΓF, Γ £ ] c Γ £ implies (3/9jtβ

β)Aιί=0, that is, (ΛΛ is 9\Ua,p-
a

basic. On UaιPΓ\Uβ)PΦφ, we have
π(d/dyβ

s) = ((dyJ/dyβ

s)+(dyaVdyβ

s)AJ)π(d/dyJ),
a

where l ^ s ^ r . Thus we have an £F-cocycle. Q. E. D.

EXAMPLE 3.4. If V and V are £F-vector bundles over M, then 7*, V® V
and V®V have also canonical £F-vector bundle structures.

Let M be a manifold with a complex analytic foliation 9C, iV a complex
manifold, G a complex Lie group which acts on TV effectively and holomorphi-
cally. Replacing £F by £FC in the above definitions, we define £Fc-fibre bundles,
£Fc-admissible charts and Svisomorphism.

EXAMPLE 3.5. Let {(Ua, (xa

a, yj))} be a flat coordinate system of M with
respect to £FC, where y = M ι + v c = ϊ v t . The complex subbundle of (T/F)(g)C
defined by local frame fields ((πid/du*)- \ί::Λπ{d/dvί))/2) is denoted by Q. This
bundle Q is an £Fc-vector bundle associated to the £Fc-cocycle vc in § 2.

Hereafter in this section, we deal with certain reductions of structure groups
of £F-fibre bundles over M with £F.

DEFINITION. Let W be an £F-fibre bundle over M with structure group G,
H a Lie subgroup of G. The structure group of W is said to be £F-reducible
to H if the corresponding element of H^M, G%) included in the image of the
map c* : H1(M, HcF)—^H1(Mf G&) which is induced from the inclusion map c: H—*G.

We have the following fact for usual fibre bundles, see [ 6 ] :

Fact 3.3. If H is a closed Lie subgroup of G for which G/H is a cell, then
the map

<* : H\M, Ho) — > H\M, Go)

is bijective, that is, the structure group G is always 0-reducible to H.
The corresponding fact for £F-fibre bundle does not hold in general. In the

case of £F-vector bundle, we can find counterexamples. Comparing with the
definition in [10], we have

PROPOSITION 3.4. The structure group GL(q, R) of the normal bundle T/F is
3-reducible to O(q) if and only if M admits a bundleΛike metric with respect to £F.

This is easily deduced from the following

PROPOSITION 3.5. Let V be an ^-vector bundle over M with structure group
GL(k, R){resp. GL(k, C)). The structure group of V is 3-reducible to 0{k){resp.
U(k)) if and only if V admits a metric whose components relative to £?-admissible
frame fields are 9'-basic functions.
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For the later use, we prepare the following

DEFINITION. A foliation £F of codimen 2q is called an almost complex
foliation if the structure group of T/F is ίF-reducible to GL(q, C).

The underlying smooth foliation of a complex analytic foliation is an almost
complex foliation, where the £F-reduction is induced from the complex structure
of Q in Example 3.5.

§ 4. Connections on £F-vector bundles

Let M be a manifold with a foliation 2% V and £F-vector bundle over M
with structure group GL(k, K), where K is the real or complex number field.
T* denotes the (complexified) cotangent bundle of M.

DEFINITION. A connection D: ΓV-*Γ(T*®V) on an £F-vector bundle V is
said to be £F-flat if Dxs—0, MX<=Γ(F\U) for every £F-admissible local frame
field s.

By this definition, we get

PROPOSITION 4.1. // a connection D is ΞF-flat, then

DxDγ-DγDx-DίX)Y1 = 0, VX, YEΞΓF.

Now we show some examples.

EXAMPLE 4.1. There exists the canonical £F-flat connection of T/E in Ex-
ample 3.3 as follows:

Fix a decomposition T=FQ)FL. Let π1: T^F and π2: T-^F1 be projections,
D' a connection on T/E. For every XEΞΓT, YEΞΓ(T/E), we define a connection
on T/E by

where Ϋ^ΓT is such that π{Ϋ)—Y. This is independent of the choice of a
lift Ϋ.

When E=F, this connection is called a basic connection [1].

EXAMPLE 4.2. The flat connection on a ^-vector bundle in Example 3.2 is
£Γ-flat.

We can prove a general theorem on existence of an £F-flat connection on
an £F-vector bundle.

THEOREM 4.2. On an ^-vector bundle V, there exists an ΞF-flat connection.

Proof. Let {UJ be an open covering of M with a family of £F-admissible
frame fields {sa}. We can assume that this covering is locally finite and admits
a partition of unity {/J. Define a connection Da on V\Ua by Dasa=0 for the
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frame sa. And define a connection D on V by Έ/aD
n. Then we have

a

Dsa=(Σ, fβdgaβ ' gaβ-^Sa .
β

Since the transition function gaβ is 3\ U aΓλU β-ba$ic, we get

Dxsa = 0, VXΪΞΓ(F\U). Q.E.D.

There is the following relation between two 3-f\at connections on a vector
bundle which has £F-vector bundle structures.

PROPOSITION 4.3. Assume that a vector bundle has two structures of 3-vector
bundle V and V'. Let D {resp. Df) be an 3-flat connection on V (resp. V). Then
V and V are the same 3'-vector bundle if and only if DX=D'X, MX^ΓF.

Proof. The sufficiency is obvious. Let s (resp. s') be an £F-admissible frame
field of V (resp. V) over U (resp. U'). When UrMJ'Φφ, there exists a map
g: Ur\U'-*GL(k,K) such that s'=gs. Then we have

This formula and the assumption DX = D/

X, V I G Γ F implies 1 ^ = 0, V I E

Γ(F\ Ur\U'\ that is, g is £F| ί/n^-basic. Q. E. D.
As for the properties of maps between two foliated manifolds M with £F

and Mf with £F7, we easily get

PROPOSITION 4.4. L^ί 7 r 6^ an ΞF'-vector bundle over Mf, D' an 3'-flat con-
nection on V. If f: M—>M' is an (ΞF, 3f)-map, then the induced connection f*Dr

on f*V is an 3-flat connection on the 3-vector bundle f*V.

As a generalization of standard connection theory on vector bundles, we
get some results which relate to £F-reducibility of structure groups of £F-vector
bundles as follows (cf. [4]).

THEOREM 4.5. // an 3-vector bundle V admits an 3-flat connection D whose
holonomy group is contained in a Lie subgroup G of the structure group GL(k, K),
then the structure group of V is 3-reducible to G.

Proof. Let B be the linear frame bundle of V, π: B-^M the projection.
We take a flat coordinate system {{Uat (xa

a, yj))} such that (xa

a, ya

ι): Ua-*Rn~q

χRq is a diffeomorphism. Let pa^Ua (resp. AadUa) be the point (resp. subset)
corresponding to the origin (0,0)(resp. subset {0} χRq) in Rn~qxRq. L e t π Λ :
Ua~^Aa be the induced projection map, then each πa~\p), p^Aa, is a leaf of
3\Ua. We can assume that there exists an ^-admissible frame field sa of V
over Ua, for each a. For u^B\Ua, there is an element g<=GL(kyK) such that
u=sa(π(u))g, then we set πa(u): =sa(πa(π(u)))g. Thus we define a bundle map
πa : BI Ua-^B | Aa which covers πa.

Fix uo^B as a reference point for the holonomy group of the £F-flat con-
nection D. Given a connection on V, we denotes the parallel displacement
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along a piece-wise smooth curve c in M by c. Choose a family of piece-wise
smooth curves {ca} in M such that all start from π(u0) and each ends at pa.
Set ua:=cau0 in π~\pa). For any u<^B\Ua, let ra be the ray (with respect to
the above coordinate) in Aa from pa to πa(π(u)). The parallel displacement of
u gives a point ra~\πa(u))=uag for some g^GL(k, K) and then we define a
map y>α: B\Ua-^GL(k,K) by φa(u):=g. Define a new frame field over £/α by
sa(p):=sa{p)(φa(sa(p)))~1 for p^Ua. Then this is also an £F-admissible frame
field of V because of the definition of ψa. As to these new frame fields, we
have, for p^Uar\UβΦφ,

Set gaβ : =φ(X(sβ(p))(φβ(sβ(p)))-1 for />e UaΓ\Uβ. Then by the well-known method
in the usual holonomy reduction theorem, we can show that the transition func-
tions {gaβ} take values in G. Q. E. D.

As an inverse version of this theorem, we get the following

THEOREM 4.6. // G is a reductive Lie subgroup of GL(k, K) and the struc-
ture group of an 3-vector bundle V is 3-reducible to G, then V admits an 3'-flat
connection of which holonomy group is contained in G.

Proof. Let B be the linear frame bundle of V, gΐ(&, K) the Lie algebra of
GL(k, K), ω: TB-^QΪ(k, K) a connection form which corresponds to an £F-flat
connection D on V in Theorem 4.2. If a local section s: U-*B is an £F-admis-
sible frame field, then i x(s*ω)=0, VX^Γ(F\U), and vice versa.

As G is reductive, there is a linear subspace tn of QΪ(k, K) such that $l(k, K)
^roθa* AD(G)tnczm, where 9 is the Lie algebra of G. We denote the Q-com-
ponent of ω by ωf. Let B' be the subbundle of B which gives the £F-reduction
to G, t: B'-^B the inclusion map. Then we can prove that the induced form
c*ω': TB'->$ is a connection from and that ιx(s*(c*ω/)) = 0, VXeΞΓ(F\U) for
every £F-admissible frame field s of V which takes value in Bf. The linear
connection D' on V which corresponds to c*ω' is an £F-flat connection with
holonomy group contained in G. Q. E. D.

Next we consider reductions which are given by tensor fields on V. From
Proposition 3.5, we easily get

PROPOSITION 4.7. Let D be an ΞF-flat connection on a real (resp. complex)
3'-vector bundle V. Then a metric tensor field g on V gives an 3'-reduction to
O(k) {resp. U(k)) if and only if Dxg=0, V Z e Γ F .

For an S'-vector bundle V and a metric g on V, an £F-flat connection D
satisfying Dxg=0, VX<^ΓF, is not a metric connection in general. However
we can find an £F-flat connection Ώ' on V which coincides with D with respect
to F (see Proposition 4.3) and is a metric connection (i. e. D'xg=0,
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Proposition 4.7 is true for other tensor fields on V. Relating to an almost
complex foliation, if a tensor field / on V gives an £F-reduction of the structure
group GL(2k,R) to the subgroup GL(k,C), then DZJ=O, V Z G Ξ Γ F for an £F-flat
connection D on V.

Hereafter in this section, we deal with the complex analytic foliation. Let
M be a manifold with a complex analytic foliation £FC, £F the underlying smooth
foliation of EFC, and V an £Fc-vector bundle over M.

DEFINITION. An £F-flat connection D: ΓV-*Γ(T*®V) is said to be £Fc-flat,
if Dxs=0, VX<^Γ(Q\U), for every £Fc-admissible local frame field s, where Q is
the complex conjugate of Q in Example 3.5.

For the existence of £Fc-flat connections on £Fc-vector bundles, we have

THEOREM 4.8. On an ΞFc-vector bundle V, there exists an &c-flat connection.

The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 4.2.

§ 5. Connections and characteristic classes

We will use the Chern-Weil theory of characteristic classes in the form as
described in [3]. Let V be a complex vector bundle over a manifold M, T* the
complexified cotangent bundle of M, A*(M) the graded algebra of all complex-
valued grobal forms on M. For a connection D: ΓV~>Γ(T*ξ>t)V) and a local
frame field 5 of V, we denote the connection (resp. curvature) matrix relative
to 5 by θ(s) (resp. θ(s)) or simply θ (resp. Θ).

Let I*(GL(k, C)) denote the graded algebra of complex-valued adjoint-in-
variant symmetric multilinear functions on QΪ(k, C). For φ^Γ{GL(k, C)) and A<^
8Ϊ(&, C), we denote φ(A, •••, A) by <p(A) for simplicity. Then adjoint-invariancy
of ψ is equivalent to

φtgAg-1) = φ(A), V£ e GL(k, C), V A G flI(fe, C).

Let D° and i) 1 be connections on V.

DEFINITION. Homomorphisms of C-modules
1): F(GL(k, C)) — ^ A2r(M) and

: Γ(GL(k, O ) — > A^

are defined as follows: for φ^Γ(GL(k, C)), locally

^ 1 - ^ 0 , ©', •••, Θι)dt,

where Θt is the curvature matrix of the connection tD1+(l—t)D°.

From the Chern-Weil theory, we have
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Fact 5.1. d(λ(D1)φ) = 0 and

d(λ(D°, D^φ^λίD^φ

In other words, the closed form λ{Dλ)φ represents a complex de Rham
cohomology class [λ(Dι)φ~]^H2r(M), and the induced homomorphism of graded
algebras

: I*(GL(k, C)) — > H*(M)

does not depend on the choice of connections on V. We can prove that λ(D1)*
depends only on the O-isomorphism class [ F ] o . Denote the subalgebra λ(Dλ)*
(I*(GL(k, C))) by Chern*(F), Chern*(V)r\Hr(M) by Chern r(F).

Let £F be a foliation of codimension q on M, V a complex £F-vector bundle
over M.

PROPOSITION 5.2. // D1 is an 3'-fiat connection on V, then

λ(D1)φ = 0 for φ such that deg φ>q.

The proof is analogous to the corresponding theorem in [1] because of
Proposition 4.1. From Theorem 4.2, we have

COROLLARY. // a vector bundle V has a structure of an £?'-vector bundle,
then

0 for r>2^ =

Let £FC be a complex analytic foliation of complex codimension q on M, V
an £Fc-vector bundle over M. By analogy with Proposition 5.2, we can prove

PROPOSITION 5.3. // D1 is an 3c.flat connection on V, then

λ{Dλ)φ — {) for φ such that άegφ>q.

And from Theorem 4.8, we have

COROLLARY. // a vector bundle V has a structure of an £?'̂ vector bundle,
then

Chern r ( F ) = 0 for r> 2tf = codim R$c.

Remark. With certain geometrical conditions, the elements of Chern*(7)
whose cohomology dimensions are greater than just the codimension of the
foliation would vanish as in the above corollary. The following fact is an
interpretation of one of the results in [9].

Fact 5.4. If the structure group GL(q, C) of the complexified normal bundle
{T/F)®C of a foliation £F is ^-reducible to U(q), then

Chernr((T/F)(8)C)-:0 for r > ^ =

We can prove an analogous result.

PROPOSITION 5.5. Let V be an 3-vector buncle over M. If an £?-admissible
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covering of M for V admits a partition of unity consisting of 3'-basic functions,
then

F) = 0 for r> q =

where an £?-admissible covering for V is an open covering whose elements admit
£F-admissible frame fields of V.

% 6. Exotic characteristic classes of £F-vector bundles

In this section, we generalize the notion of exotic characteristic classes in
[1] to that of complex £F-vector bundles. These classes depend only on the
£F-isomorphism class of an £F-vector bundle. For this purpose, we construct a
cochain complex WU(k)q at first.

DEFINITION. Let C[_cl9 cl9 •••, ck9 ck~] be the polynomial ring over the complex
number field C in variables cl9 clf -9 ck, ck with dimensions dim ^ = d i m ct = 2ι,
z = l , 2, '•', k, I2q the ideal generated by monomials whose dimensions are greater
than 2q. Denote the quotient ring C[_cl9 •••, ck~]/l2q by Cq[_cl9 •••, ck~]. Let
Ec{hu " ,hk) be the exterior algebra over C generated by hl9~-,hk with dim
hi=2i—l, z=l , 2, •••, k. WU(k)q is a cochain complex

with differential dw given by

We denote the cohomology class of ce WU(k)q by [c].
Let 3 be a foliation of codimension q on M, V a complex £F-vector bundle

over M with structure group GL(k, C).

DEFINITION. Let D1 be an £F-flat connection on V, D° a metric connection
on V with respect to some Hermitian metric on V. A graded algebra homo-
morphism

λv: WU(k)q—>A*(M)

is defined by requiring

λγ(cx): = λ(D1)cι, Av(ct): = λ(D1)cι,

Mhi): = MD°, DΎt-λίD0, D1)cι)/2V-1 , 1 ̂ i ^ k ,

where the invariant polynomials c% are given by

Λ)=l+htιci(Λ) for A<=4l(k,C).

LEMMA. dλv — λvdw.

Proof. By Fact 5.1, the assertion is obvious for ct and ct. By Fact 5.1 and
the fact that
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UA) = Ci(A) for

where u(k) is the Lie algebra of U(k), we get

= λv((cι-cι)/2 V^) = ̂ W,A). Q. E. D.

Then λv induces a homomorphism λv* from the cohomology of WU(k)q to
the complex de Rham cohomology H*(M).

PROPOSITION 6.1. λv*: H*(WU(k)q)-+H*(M) is independent of the choices of
metrics, metric connections and ^F-flat connections on the ^-vector bundle V.

Proof. Let g0 (resp. gj be a metric on V, Do° (resp. Dj°) a metric connec-
tion with respect to g0 (resp. gx), and Do\ iV^-flat connections on V. Let

p: MxR-+M be the projection, £F the canonical foliation of codimension q on
Mx R. In this situation, there exist the following objects:

I)1: the £F-flat connection on the induced ^-vector bundle p*V such that

g: a metric on p*V such that jo*g=go and j1*g=g1,
ΐ)°: a metric connection on p*V with respect to £ such that jo*b°=Do° and

'^DS (see [8]).
It is sufficient that we show the assertion on the indicated h's. For s=0,1,

we have

, β % ) = ι f 'ϋiϋ.W-Jfθ0, Λ*βS -,Js*Θt)dt
Jo

Together with the fact that 7o*=7i*: H*(MxR)^H*(M), the proof completes.
Q. E. D.

We will call the elements of ^κ*(^*(^ί/(^)β)-[CβCc1, •••, cA]]) the exotic
characteristic classes of V by analogy with [1]. By Theorem 4.6, we get

PROPOSITION 6.2. // the structure group GL(k, C) of an 3-vector bundle V
is ^-reducible to U(k), then all of the exotic characteristic classes of V vanish,
that is, Im(ΛF*)=Chern*(F).

In other words, the elements of the exotic characteristic classes are ob-
structions to existence of £F-reduction to the maximal compact subgroup U(k).
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Following to the method of Vey in [5], we get

PROPOSITION 6.3. Putting ut~ :~(cι — cx)/2Vz-ί and uz

+: = ( c t + ct)/2 in
Cίclf — , e Λ ] , we have Cq{_cl9 •••, c^^Cjji^, ux

+, •••, MA", W*+] αnrf dwuι~^=dwuι

+

=0, dwhi=uι~, A basis for H*(WU{k)q) is given by the following two types of
classes of cocycles.

(A): h%χ/\ ••• f \ h H < g > u , - — u J m ~ u S l

+ ••• w S ί

+ ,

••• <,jm ^ min (̂ , /?) and

^SJL ^ ••• ̂  sέ ^ min (̂ , &) satisfying

1) ^i+7i+ ••* +im+5i+ ••• + 5 £ > ^ (cocycle) and

2) Zi^7i {independency).

(B): V ^ + '

1 ^Sj ^ ••• SStS

The classes of type (A) (resp. (B)) correspond to exotic (resp. Chern) chara-
cteristic classes.

For q'l^q, the canonical projection induces the cochain homomorphism

p*f: WU(k)q, — > WU(k)q.

Let £F/ be a foliation of codimension qr on M\ V be an fF^vector bundle
over M' with structure group GL(k, C). By Proposition 4.4, we have

PROPOSITION 6.4. // / : M-*M' is an (β, &')-map, then the following diagram
is commutative :

H*(WU(k)q) < — H*(WU(k)q.)

H*(M) <— H*(M')

f*

COROLLARY. // two £?'-vector bundles V and V over M with structure group
GL(k, C) are 3'-isomorphic, then

λv* = λv* on H*(WU(k)q).

By an analogous proof to that of Proposition 6.1, we have

PROPOSITION 6.5. // two 3ί-vector bundles V and V over M with structure
group GL(k, C) are EF-homotopic, then

Xv*=zXv,* on lm(pq

q+1)*.

This proposition and Proposition 2.3 imply
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COROLLARY. If two (3,%')-maps fQ9f1: M-+M1 are {β,^')-homotopιc and
V is an 3'-vector bundle over M' with structure group GL(k, C), then

W/, κ')* = W/1 κ')* on \m(PrΎ.

We will call the elements of λv* Im (/?/+1)* the rigid classes of V by analogy
with [5]. It holds that

Chern*( V) c λv* Im (pq

q+1)* C λv*H*( WU(k)q),

where they are invariants of V relative to ^-isomorphism, £F-homotopy and £F-
isomorphism respectively. We will call the elements of λv*(H*(WU(k)q) —
Im (/53

9+1)*) the non-rigid exotic characteristic classes of V. We get easily

PROPOSITION β.β. The elements of H*(WU(k)q)— ImC/?/*1)* are given by the
classes of the cocycles of type (Λ) in Proposition 6.3 with

Let V be a real ^-vector bundle. We denote λv®c by λv for simplicity,
where V®C is the complexification of V. By direct calculations, we have

PROPOSITION 6.7. // D° (resp. D1) is the connection on V®C which is extended
from a metric {resp. ΞF-flat) connection on V by linearlity, then

t

B for ι = odd,

1 ) ^ * for ι = odd}

uJ

+ = (-ΐ)J/2λ(D1)dJ

R for j^even, and

Xv=z0 for other generators u~, hJf uz

+,

where invariant polynomials cτ

R are given by

det(/—2^-^) = l + Σ ^ s ( ^ ) f°r Ae=4l(k,C).

This proposition suggests that we might deal with only the following co-
chain complex for real £F-vector bundles.

DEFINITION. Let / be the largest odd integer ^k. WO(k)q is a cochain
complex Ec(hlf h3, •••, h^C^uf, u2

+, uf, u±+, •••, uf, ( ^ + 1

+ ) ] with dw given by

dwuJ

+=dwuι~—0 and dwhi—uι~.

If k=q, then the cochain complex WO(q)q coincides with WOq®C which is
the complexification of WOq in [1].

EXAMPLE 6.1. For q^l and &Ξ>1, we have

dw(h1®(u1-)q) = (u1-)q+1 = 0 in WO{k)q.
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Let £F be a foliation of codimension q on M, V a real £F-vector bundle over M
with structure group GL(k, R). The resulting cohomology class ^ F * [ ^ I ® ( W Γ ) 5 ]
< Ξ # 2 3 + 1 ( M ) is called the generalized Godbillon-Vey invariant of V (cf. [7]). If
£F is a foliation of codimension 1, then λτ,F*[h1<g)u1~'] coincides with the God-
billon-Vey invariant [1]. Proposition 6.6 shows that generalized Godbillon-Vey
invariants are non-rigid exotic characteristic classes.

EXAMPLE 6.2. A vector bundle V with a flat connection D has the canonical
2"-vector bundle structure. Moreover Proposition 4.3 guarantees the existence
of one-one correspondence between flat connections on V and £Γ-vector bundle
structures on V. Denote by VD the corresponding £Γ-vector bundle to a flat
connection D. As 2" is the foliation of codimension 0, we may choose the fol-
lowing :

0 = Ee(hu».,hk) with dwht = 0,

then we have an isomorphism H*(WU(k)0)^WU(K)0. If D and D' are flat
connections on V such that VD and VD are 2*-homotopic, then

^ z > * M = ^ , * [ / ι J for z ^ 2 ,

that is, ht is rigid for z^2. This fact follows from Proposition 6.6.

§ 7. Exotic characteristic classes of 2vvector bundles

Let £FC be a complex analytic foliation of complex codimension q on M, Vc

an 2vvector bundle over M with structure group GL(k, C). We denote £F the
underlying smooth foliation of codimension 2q, and by V the underlying £F-
vector bundle of Vc.

DEFINITION. Let C[cj, clf •••, ck, ck~] and Ec(hu •••, hk) be the same as in the
definition of WU(k)q in § 6. And let /2S,2<Z be the ideal in C[_cly •••, ck~] generated
by monomials in variables c's and monomials in variables c's whose dimensions
are greater than 2q. WU(k)q' is a cochain complex

Ec(hlf •••, A Λ ) ® ( C [ d , clf •••, ck, ck~]/I2q,2q)

with the same differential dw as that of WU(k)q.
Especially WU(q)q coincides with WUq in [2]. Replacing the ^-flat con-

nection D1 in the definition of λv in § 6 by an £Fc-flat connection, we define the
graded algebra homomorphism

λVe': WU(k)q' —> A*(M),

which induces the homomorphism (λVe')*ι H*(WU(k)q')-^H*(M).

PROPOSITION 7.1. (Λr/)* is independent of the choices of metrics, metic con-

nections and ΞFc-fiat connections on Vc.
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The proof is analogous to that of Proposition 6.1. Moreover we can prove
that (λv/)* depends only on the ^-isomorphism class of Vc, using the complex
analytic version of Propositions 4.4 and 6.4.

As the ideal I4q is contained in I2q,2φ there is the canonical projection

p : WU(k)2q —> WU{k\f,

which induces the homomorphism p* : H*(WU(k)2q)->H*(WU(k)q').

PROPOSITION 7.2. The following diagram is commutative:

H*(WlKk)tq) H*(M)
λt

'We)*

HKWU(k)q)

COROLLARY. // an EF-vector bundle V over M has a structure of an £FC-
vector bundle, then

Xv*u = 0 for ue=Ker(p*)(c:H*(WU(k)2q)).

This corollary is a generalization of the corollary of Proposition 5.3. Because
we have

ΛF*(Ker/?*) Z) U Chernr(7)

Let 3 be an almost complex foliation of real codimension 2q, T/F the
normal bundle witn structure group GL(q, C), then the elements of ^^/F(Ker p*)
(dH*(M)) are regarded as obstructions to integrability of the transversal almost
complex structure of 3.
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